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SYNOPSIS
Bricks are popular for use in construction industries specially as a infill material. 
However the use of bricks as a load bearing structural are quite new in Malaysia. This 
research is carried out to investigate the physical properties of ordinary bricks either it 
can be used as a load bearing wall. It may reduce the cost and time of construction due 
to the eliminating other frame structure.
It is the aim of this paper to investigate and discuss the brick properties in term of their 
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The conventional approach to the design and construction of most buildings in 
Malaysia require reinforce concrete, steel or timber structural frame design to carry 
all load on the structure to the foundation. Non-load bearing brick’s are normally 
used as infill material in the wall only.
The use of structural masonry can result in cheaper and faster construction of 
structure compared with the conventional approach to building construction. 
Structural masonry eliminates the needs for beams and columns and in reinforce 
concrete structure it can results in a saving and costly formwork and reinforcing 
steel. The use of nonload-bearing brick’s as a load bearing wall in building or other 
construction if can achieve would further speed up the construction process as it 
eliminates the use of frame
Bricks are solid masonry units composed of inorganic non-metallic materials 
hardened or burned by heat or chemical action Building bncks may be solid or it 
may have cored openings not to exceed 25 percents of it volume Brick are 
produced in a wide variety of colours shape and textures.
Since some of the manufacturing process are now offer greater flexibility of form of 
bncks, provision should be made to investigate their physical properties.
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